Overnight camp can be a little intimidating for our youngest campers. That’s why Mosh created our Nitzanimot program for rising 3rd graders.

Joining us for one week of camp, the Nitzanimot campers experience a “Taste of Mosh” and are integrated into the Mosh community through participation in camp-wide programs.

Parents can expect to get daily updates and photos from staff.

While Nitzanimot cannot extend their stay the first summer, they overwhelmingly return to see their friends the next year for multi-week camp sessions.

Nitzanimot parents have shared with us that their children return home from their week at Mosh with inclusive community-building skills, a stronger Jewish identity (and Hebrew vocabulary!), and a greater sense of independence.

Age
Nitzanimot will be entering 3rd grade in September 2022.

2022 Dates
July 3 - July 10

All-Inclusive Rate
$850

Contact
Rachael Feldman
Community Engagement Coordinator
rachael@campmosh.org

Mosh was outstanding at communicating with us before camp started and giving extra attention to how they could help our first timer acclimate to this new experience. It was incredibly warm and welcoming.

- 2021 Nitzanimot parent